
Integrated Office Solutions

Good communication drives integrated teamwork 
/This is Why you need Sharp at the heart of your business.

my integrated office

WORK SMARTER WITH SHARP’S  
OFFICE PRODUCT RANGE.
CONNECT.COLLABORATE.COMMUNICATE.
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My Integrated Office

Now your colleagues can share ideas more easily by using their 

tablets, smartphones and laptops to connect wirelessly to a 

wide range of Sharp office equipment.

Multifunctional printers (MFPs), interactive whiteboards, touch 

screen monitors and large format LED displays can all come 

together in a highly accessible integrated network. What’s 

more, the information that’s being shared and discussed can be 

stored in the cloud, helping people to work together however 

they want, whenever they need, and wherever they are.

And because the ideas and information can flow more freely, 

you can react more effectively to new opportunities.
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Improving business agility
Imagine this: you’ve been shortlisted for a major contract - 

your biggest yet. You have just one week to respond. 

It’s crucial that everyone works together to create a 

winning proposal. 

Your Sales Manager creates an outline draft of a 30-page 

proposal. It’s scanned from an MFP to the cloud, where 

other stakeholders - in the office, at home or on the road - 

can view and update it.

Even though your Head of Sales is travelling, she can access 

the proposal with her tablet, add her thoughts and save it 

back to the cloud. Anyone who has asked to be notified of 

changes will get an instant email alert.

Connecting teams
Meanwhile, other meetings are taking place. Your product 

specialists meet with Marketing to consider and discuss the 

plan, sharing content directly from their laptops, tablets and 

smartphones to a Sharp BIG PAD interactive whiteboard. 

The team leader uses his laptop to highlight key sections of 

an Invitation to Tender, and a trusted supply partner - visiting 

for the day - is invited to contribute. Using a guest logon, 

the visiting team displays multimedia proposals on the 

whiteboard and an MFP to create hard copy handouts. 

Everything is wireless.

INTEGRATE YOUR MFP WITH OTHER OFFICE 
EQUIPMENT INCLUDING INTERACTIVE 
WHITEBOARDS AND TOUCH SCREEN MONITORS 

CONNECT PCS AND MOBILE 
DEVICES WITH THE BIG PAD

Share ideas and you share success /This is Why Sharp helps 
people to collaborate.
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My Integrated Office

Elsewhere, another team meets to discuss the supply chain.  

A variety of Office documents are shared via the BIG PAD and 

touch pens are used to make handwritten notes. The notes 

are added to the documents in a standard, easy to read font 

and everything is saved in the cloud.

A Sharp MFP, wirelessly installed in the meeting room earlier 

that morning, is used for scanning reference documents to the 

BIG PAD, while Sharpdesk Mobile software extends the MFP’s 

printing and scanning functionality to every mobile device in 

the room. 

In addition, Sharp’s Touch Display Link 2.0 software is used 

to transfer content from the BIG PAD back to every wireless 

device in the room. Everything is connected; ideas and 

information flow effortlessly.

The power of touch
With the proposal fine-tuned by closely collaborating teams 

and individuals it can be presented with confidence. 

Recognising the importance and complexity of the deal, you 

rent a conference room for the day, equipped with a Sharp 

90” LED monitor driven by a Sharp 20” touch screen monitor  

that’s been built into a lectern. 

The technology lets you present graphics, photos, video and 

Office documents on a high resolution large format display, 

creating a powerful impression.

Growing to meet your needs
My Integrated Office gives every stakeholder instant access 

to all of the information they need. Location is no longer 

important. Teamwork is everything. 

It’s scalable, too. To start, you may simply want to connect 

tablets and mobile phones to the printing and scanning 

capabilities of your office MFP, or for sharing information on 

an interactive whiteboard. In time, you might want everything 

connected to everything else, enabling secure 24/7 access 

to whatever information your colleagues need to improve 

decision making and teamwork.

Start small or think big - it’s your choice.

CONTROL PRESENTATIONS  
FROM TOUCH SCREEN MONITORS

Scan document to the cloud

Print document 
from the cloud

Access/amend document on 
PC or mobile device

Create files on PC or 
mobile device

Access/amend document 
on the BIG PAD

Store files in 
the cloud

Business inspiration depends on true commercial insight  
/This is Why we make information more accessible.



Welcome to Sharp

www.sharp.eu

Sharp offers a comprehensive portfolio of award-winning document management solutions and hardware, ranging from office 

multifunction printers (MFPs) to large production systems. Sharp’s proprietary Open Systems Architecture (OSA) technology can 

transform your MFP into a powerful information portal with seamless integration to the cloud and third-party business applications. 

Launched in November 2013, Sharp’s Cloud Portal Office is a collaborative storage and workflow service to help your business stay 

connected, improve teamwork and perform better. We also offer Sharp Optimised Services which help to bring control, efficiency and 

productivity to your business. This is Why Sharp is the perfect solution for every office document management need. 

About Sharp Document Solutions

As an innovator and world leading manufacturer of display technology, Sharp offers an extensive range of displays and solutions 

for any type of professional application.  Screen sizes up to 90 inches are currently available with outstanding features such as high 

brightness and incredible picture quality with lower power consumption and 24/7 operation. Some models also benefit from advanced 

features such as video wall capability, interactivity and ultra-high resolution.  Sharp products help you communicate, collaborate and 

disseminate information. This is why Sharp is the perfect solution for every professional display need.  

About Sharp Visual Solutions
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